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ABSTRACT
This research aims to analyze the particular component of industry 4.0 applying in the consumer loans banking business. Industry 4.0 comprises of a lot of technological advantages, this research selected three components of industry 4.0; Big data analytic, Internet of Things (IoT), and Augmented reality in banking. Secondary data are used to conduct this research, collected from the previous research and the academic literature. At first, this research explains why the consumer loans banking business in Europe, especially in Germany, needs to integrate Industry 4.0. secondly, this research analyzes the suitable component of industry 4.0 into the consumer loans banking business. The findings of this research deliver an essential piece of analysis to the consumer loans banking business’ stakeholder with direction on implementing industry 4.0 into their business.
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INTRODUCTION
As general banks, main revenues are coming from two different sources of loans. The first is from the corporate banking loans, which deal with the big corporation and international finance. The second comes from the commercial banking loans in which dealing rather with the personal, retail and small to medium size of business. Those two different sources of revenue also weighting the same importance for both bank and for economics point of views. Thus, many large and international banks incorporate both commercial banking and corporate banking into their own business lines (Finlay, 2008).

Consumer loans as a part of the commercial banking not only contributes positively to the individual and household but also to the sellers of good and services. Moreover, a healthy consumer loan becoming the pushing factors of economic growth. However, when the consumer loans become dispute and the people cannot pay their loan according to the contract and agreement it also will harm society and the economics. In Euro areas the loss and detriment occur from consumer loans are high and its counted as the one of most financial detriment in all business market, with approximately 12 billion Euros loss in 2016 higher than the loss from others business such as mobile telephone services, electricity, train services, and clothing (including bag and footwear) business (Financial Services and User Group, 2019; Commission, 2017).

In addition to that, consumer loans industries were also facing legitimate competition from the new emerging market of Fintech industries. The Fintech industries possess disruptive
innovations towards the consumer loans business as they also serve and provide similar product and services (Christensen, 1997).

This research aims to deliver strategic and systematic analysis of the consumer loans banking business with the integration selected component of industry 4.0. Industry 4.0 comprises a lot of things in regards of advanced technology being used in order to create more value for the company. For the purpose of the research not all the industry 4.0 elements could be applied to the consumer loan banking business. The first objective is to determine why the consumer loan banking business need the technological advantages of Industry 4.0, the next objective is to analyze the business-related situation that could occur when applying the selected component in Industry 4.0 into the consumer loan banking business.

Those aims will fulfill by accomplished the following main criteria of research questions: (1) provide and describe the consumer loans industries and the relevant information behind the business; (2) providing the general overview about the Industry 4.0 technological advancement of big data analytic, IoT and augmented banking; (3) analyze the factor and the reason behind why consumer loans banking business need industry 4.0; and (4) analyze the three component of Industry 4.0 of big data analytic, IoT and augmented banking when applying and integrate into the consumer loans banking business.

**Consumer Loan**

Consumer loan is a formal financial commitment legally binding by the contract to create a relationship between the lender (the creditor) and the debtor, one big critical point to underline in consumer loans is the type of debtor, which are the individual (Finlay, 2008). One party will act as a lender/creditor to provide funds in forms such as cash, goods, or services to another party – borrowers/debtor, who undertake a binding contract as a commitment to repay the debt at some point in the future (Finlay, 2008). Furthermore, the authority, such as European Banking Authority, defines consumer loans as the loans for the primary use for individual consumptions of goods and services, and other loans such as business and educations (EBA, 2019).

Consumer loans clear definitions are considerably broad, on the dictionary of baking and finance (Collin, 2003) state consumer loans are a credit given by the merchant, shop, bank to the costumer to enable them to buy the goods or services. The oxford dictionary of the dictionary of finance and banking (Smullen & Hand, 2005) emphasized the duration of consumer loans as "short term lending to the public" it is somehow insufficient as the phrase of short term not being fully elaborate the definite meaning (Finlay, 2008). Another research also underlines the time period of consumer loans, consumer loans are the loan that including short and intermediate period of loan that can be for costumers finance their personal consumption of the commodities and service (Malhotra & Malhotra, 2003). The growth rise and growth of consumer loans will also affect and stimulate the growth of individual household consumptions (Vasileva, 2019). Thus, consumer loans are becoming an essential tool for macroeconomic policies.

Many researches pointing out the more restricted definitions of consumer loans, in particular, a credit that are being back-up by the mortgages are being classified into another category different than consumer loans, these specific definitions characteristic on the consumer loans are important and need to be emphasized for the purpose of this research "consumer loans as
an unsecured loans". Unsecured means that the credit took by the debtor are not guaranteed by mortgages and usually used by the households to pay the goods or service that they are unable or unwilling to pay immediately at full price. (Finlay, 2008). Another research journal also stress about the exclusive meaning of the consumer loan as unsecured loans, consumer loans are being refers as the money loan to personal, family or household use, such loans are not secured (He et al., 2015), the money used today are being as an exchange for the promise of repayment in future (Parlour & Rajan, 2001). Without the backup on loan by asset provided by the debtor, unsecured loans carry a relatively high risk to the lender; therefore, in order to mitigate risk arise within the loan, lenders tend to cap their maximum nominal of their unsecured loans (Finlay, 2008). Furthermore, the purpose of the research will focus on the unsecured consumer loans and with the debtor are the individuals in which the responsible of the credit lies within the individual, should be traceable and not some company or others institution.

In consumerism culture, is not hard to find credit transaction occurring in everyday life and an option to buy any goods or services through installment or some others form of credit also available, therefore even though people are not capable of paying full time at the moment in time for their desire goods or services, through credit or installment, purchasing good becomes possible. It's no surprise that consumer credit has become such a huge business. From a macroeconomics standpoint, the better economic condition will also make consumer loan growth. With the improvement and good economic condition, consumers expected to not delay and hold their consumption of the goods and services (Mazibaş & Tuna, 2017). In the Europe Market, consumer loans also growth relatively stable from 812 billion in 2013 to 921 billion in 2017, which also worth noticing the increasing the number from 2016 to 2016 by 5.1 % (figures 1)
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Source: EBA Consumer Trend Report (2018/19)

As Figure 1 shows, the outstanding of consumer loan credit in Europe has been relatively stable with a constant increase from 2013 to 2017. The reasons for this trend are because some European Union (hereafter refers to EU) country decreased their interest rate for consumer loans (EBA, 2019). In line with the trend, the ratio of outstanding of the consumer loans compares to the others loans also showing the same number of results of past 5 years from 2013 to 2017 as shown in figures 2.
Although the total outstanding of consumer loans are considerably low to the total outstanding loans in Europe in comparison, when the consumer loans become default because of the misused, the effect is still being able to harm the customer and create detriment for the borrowers. Unhealthy consumer loans will become a debt burden and create instability financial conditions, these instability conditions will expose the costumer to others disadvantages such as social exclusion and physiological and health issues (EBA, 2019).

In Germany, the growth of consumer loans also relatively stable, the total amount of consumer loan to an individual in the half-year of 2019 is approximately 1.254 million Euro. Compare to only 871.4 million Euro 20 years ago in 1999 as shown in figures 3.
Market in Germany indicates that banking industries have significant rules and create a banking-based condition for the financial market, not only for the private and individual are depend on the bank, the big firm and Small Medium Enterprises (SME) also mainly use the bank as their financial resources. Bank loans consider the most important external source financing the firm, with approximately 20% of external debt in average firm in Germany (Schmidt and Zwick, 2018). The special connections between the firm and the bank lead the Germany’s banking industries classified into three different categories: first is the private or commercial bank, second are the public saving bank, and the third is the cooperative bank (Koch et al., 2016).

With large number in the Germany banking, the competitions on the consumer loans market are high; therefore the rates or the prices of the products and service are in competitive price (Koch et al., 2016). Another point worth noting is the German banking business is the dependency of Germany’s bank on the net interest income due to the cultures of the customers that avoided the fee charges, and thus makes the bank loans market in Germany are competitive. The data shows that net interest income is about 70% of the total operating income in Germany’s banking market (average from 2000 – 2013). Loans business, especially consumer loans, are continually growing the German market and remaining as a profitable competitive business (Koch et al., 2016).

Another important fact of consumer loans in Germany is Germany's bank structure still depends a lot on the brick and mortar banking service. It means that if somebody needs the service and product of the bank, they tend to go to the nearest banking breach. Germany bank still maintains the high branch density, by the end of 2013 recorded with over 36,000 branches in total. It's considered to be a high number, Germany has approximately 416 branches per million people, at the other hand western Europe only have an average of 387 branches per million people and UK with just 179 branches per million people (Koch et al., 2016). This indicates that a huge amount of investment has been made into banking industries and this investment also exposes to the big risk from technological distribution from new fintech business.

Moreover, this brick and mortal way of business is also affected Germany's bank in financial level. According to Koch et al. (2016), cost-to-income ratio in German banking business are relatively high from 2010 until 2013 even compare to the other countries (figures 4).

Figures 4. Cost-to-income ratio & Cost-to-asset Ratio

Source: Koch et al. (2016)
The percentages in figures 4 indicate that with 69% in the cost-to-income ratio, Germany's banking business is relatively worst compared to UK or Japan. These numbers rise because of the consequence on Germany’s banking characteristic with the large asset-based. Although being highly cost and low profitability, Germany's banking business still able to become efficient in the operational level due to the efficient payment system and operational efficiency (Koch et al., 2016).

**Industry 4.0**
The term of industry 4.0 introduces first in Germany in 2011 (Kagermann et al., 2013), it is an industrial revolution caused by technological development and enables the transformations in the manufacturing industry. In much technological and practical terms, the German Federal Government through the Deutsch Kommission Elektrotechnik, German industrial associations and together with the German standards organizations, present the standardization definition of industry 4.0 as "High-density networking of all objects over the whole life cycle of the product. In other words, from its conceived by engineers, via its production, right through to the end of the product life cycle, after which an object is disposed of or recycled" (Adolph et al., 2018). Although in the beginning, the term Industry 4.0 is limited only to the manufacturing industry but nowadays any other field of the industry also adopt the idea of industry 4.0 and integrated into their business model.

Industry 4.0 is growing interdependence on the business world, involving almost all of the players, including customers, producers, suppliers and government. The fundamental element and also act as the main drivers of Industry 4.0 are the use of advanced technology such as robotics, autonomous, addictive manufacturing, Internets of Things (IoT), advanced mobile communications (5G), sensor, system integration, Cloud, big data, data analytic and simulation, therefore enable to increased productivity diversity and lower costs achieved through optimization and smart productions techniques (Gunal, 2019), enable to help and transform the isolated cell into optimized, fully integrated and automated production flow. In addition to that, Industry 4.0 also able to make the company to have complete control on the value chain of their product and services business lines (Vaidya et al., 2018).

Impact of industry 4.0 are significant and massive, in Germany alone where are the industry 4.0 begin to develop, Rüßmann et al (2015) a research team in Boston Consulting Group point out that industry 4.0 contribute about 1 percent per years into GDP over ten years period and able to create approximately 390,000 new job, and also adding 250 billion Euro investment in manufacturing sector equals to 1 to 1.5 % percent of manufacture’s revenues.

**Big Data and Analytics.**
Big data and analytics refer to the collections and comprehensive evaluations of data from many different sources (Rüßmann et al., 2015), such efforts been made to provide and help decisions making process in order to generate positive value to companies (Gobble, 2013), hence the improvement of the competitive advantages of the company will be achievable. The positive result of using big data analytics research describe by Lozada et al. (2019) are the direct relationship between the big data analytic and the co-innovation, through big data analytics all the stakeholder in the business are able to enhance and strengthen the
collaboration and communications process better in which are the important factor to create the co-innovation.

Moreover, the use of big data analytics enables the company to be aware and analyze the environment and gather all the available valuable information in order to enhance the novelty factor and quality of the new product and service (Seddon & Currie, 2017). There are seven concepts of big data analytics that have been identified so far by the researcher in order to identify the main challenges (Lozada et al., 2019).

The first characteristic of big data is volume, this characteristic refers to the data size, in the big data analytics case, those data are collected continuously and will grow to a remarkable level. Thus, exposing the problem of data storage, acquisition and processing (George et al., 2016). The second characteristic is a variety of the data, in what form are data being generated – audio, video, text, images thus, challenges arise in the heterogeneity of the data (Lozada et al., 2019). The third characteristic is related to the velocity inside the data process, how are the data still have a value when it is being up-to-date and the value of data will gone when it is already out-of-date (George et al., 2016; Lozada et al., 2019). The fourth characteristic of big data is the quality, it speaks about the accuracy of the data and also the reliability of the sources. The fifth characteristic are the visualization, how the gathered data are being able to visualize and able to be presented (Seddon & Currie, 2017). Sixth attribute are related to the value of data, big-data are able to contribute positively to the users through the valuable information inside the big data analytic (Sivarajah et al., 2017). Seventh and the last variable is the variation of the data, it refers to the data interpretations, it is possible one same data being interpret differently at a different time or by different users (Seddon & Currie, 2017; Sivarajah et al., 2017).

The resources of the data also are being important when talking about big data analytics. Gupta and George (2016) describe there are three categories of resources on the literature that being accountable related to big data analytics. First are the tangible and infrastructure resources, it is important to determine the origins and the nature of data as well as the infrastructure that is built around the data. Second characteristic are the human resources, in this characteristic the are two different groups; the first groups are the people who have the ability to and possess technical skill on the big-data such as programming, data mining, artificial intelligence, machines learning and also the recent advance technology related to the big-data. The second group are the people who has the managerial skill, it refers to the ability and capability translate the big-data into somewhat meaningful and positive impact on the different field of the company. The third characteristic of the resources are the intangible resources. Intangible means that there are not exact and noticeable borderline and the value of the data depend on the users. While most intangible resources cannot be trade or sold there are however some intangible resources that able to be sold and trade such as patent, copyright, trademark.
Internet of Things (IoT)

Even though the internet is already being developed and used a lot even from last decade, it still undergoes the changes and Internet of Things hail as the first evolutions of internet. The general definitions of Internet of things according to CISCO Internet business solutions group (IBSG) are when the things are being connected to the internet and reach the point where the numbers are larger than connectivity between human and internet (Evans, 2011). There are slightly misunderstand concept about the IoT are being the same with the World Wide Web or Web, people are being confuse by the meanings of both and use it interchangeably even though fundamentally they are different, to put it simple internet are the network that being use to transfer information securely, efficient and reliable made up by technological equipment such as router and switches. On the others hand Web are the applications that being used to help and stabilize the information flow of the internet by providing a reliable interface (Evans, 2011).

In the business world, through IoT all the components on the supply chain management are being connected using the technology. Machines and sensors in manufactures are being connected vertically and horizontally in order them to communicate and interact each other, also through connection with both centralize operations system and decentralize analytic will enable the real-time decisions making (Rüßmann et al., 2015).

The Need of Industry 4.0 in Consumer loans

It is in the common knowledge that the use of technology is indispensable to business world, the high complexity demands of costumer create a massively pressure. In consumer loans business are no different, bank need to be adapted into the costumers demands for more convenient and fast respond services and product. Digitalization will be key factor for banking business, bank must able to get benefit and survive in the rapid development of technology. This chapter will explain more and comprehensive answer about the importance of using the currents technological developments in form of Industry 4.0.

Consumer loan detriments

Consumer loans rates or prices mostly set by regulator, this happen because interest rates are part of the monetary policies and also others variable such as investment rate and inflations should be taken into considerations. Regulator increase or decrease the interest rate depend
on the macroeconomics situations, interest rates have a tendency to be decrease or low if the government want to increase the consumption and investment (Mazibaş and Tuna 2017). In such market where price is relatively same, a good service will play the role. On the contrary, in the consumer loans business the service given to the costumer is one of the least unsatisfied services and also part of the highest consumer detriment of all service as the research conduct by the European commissions in 2017. (Civic Consulting, 2017).

Figures 6. Consumer detriment in Euro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Sample countries</th>
<th>Total financial detriment (in millions of Euro)</th>
<th>Total time loss (in millions of hours)</th>
<th>Rest of the EU</th>
<th>Total financial detriment (in millions of Euro)</th>
<th>Total time loss (in millions of hours)</th>
<th>EU28</th>
<th>Total financial detriment (in millions of Euro)</th>
<th>Total time loss (in millions of hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile telephone services</td>
<td>3.219.73</td>
<td>2.761.15</td>
<td>284.10</td>
<td>4.692.40</td>
<td>4.040.64</td>
<td>346.96</td>
<td>7.922.13</td>
<td>6.821.83</td>
<td>611.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, footwear and bags</td>
<td>1.750.17</td>
<td>880.35</td>
<td>126.16</td>
<td>2.635.62</td>
<td>1.327.75</td>
<td>160.12</td>
<td>4.389.40</td>
<td>2.258.09</td>
<td>286.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train services</td>
<td>1.369.72</td>
<td>952.34</td>
<td>67.01</td>
<td>1.297.22</td>
<td>943.25</td>
<td>59.72</td>
<td>1.604.54</td>
<td>1.985.59</td>
<td>126.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large household appliances</td>
<td>5.547.71</td>
<td>3.092.02</td>
<td>127.17</td>
<td>7.358.67</td>
<td>4.070.81</td>
<td>141.78</td>
<td>12.944.45</td>
<td>7.162.85</td>
<td>272.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity services</td>
<td>2.614.83</td>
<td>2.148.72</td>
<td>301.53</td>
<td>4.781.12</td>
<td>4.219.28</td>
<td>138.88</td>
<td>7.215.97</td>
<td>6.888.00</td>
<td>294.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans, credit and credit cards</td>
<td>4.566.77</td>
<td>3.145.84</td>
<td>111.68</td>
<td>8.238.00</td>
<td>5.673.92</td>
<td>186.54</td>
<td>12.004.77</td>
<td>8.615.29</td>
<td>440.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Commission (2017)

During this period, a report from every EU country by their own national competent authority and collected together by EBA says that the total financial detriment related to consumer credit was 12.8 billion Euros. It is one of the highest detriments in all industry that being reported, come in second place with only slightly different margin to the "large household appliance". The sample country on the first column France, Italy, Poland and UK.

The report shows, total amount of all complaint reported by the survey in 2017, on average 17% related to consumer loans. The top level of compliant were related to fee based, various issue related to the pre-contractual and contractual information, debt and collections, interest rate level and management issues (EBA consumer trend report, 2018/19).

A well functioned consumer loans market will create benefits to households, manufacture firm, seller, supplier and stimulates the positive economic growth within the country, but if credit become default cause miss-selling and miss-information can harm costumes, not only on the financial level but also social exclusion and psychological and health problem (Financial Services and User Group, 2019). On the macroeconomics point of view and as the integral part of monetary tools on macroeconomics level, a high number of consumer detriment in consumer loans may lead to the high level of unpaid loans (non-performing loans), the unsatisfied debtor may end up not paying their loan on-time, thus endanger the stability of financial institutions, lower the economics growth and drive the economic into recession.
One beneficial factor that causing the high number of complain in consumer loans business are the misunderstanding and miss-information cause by the consumer in regards of using the product and service (EBA, 2019). Consumer may not completely understand the important matters related to the loans. This matters also arise when bank using the external parties as their marketing tools, the external parties will solely focus on the result and the information about the product and service will not be their priority to accomplish.

On the EBA (2019) some national authority reports that the pre-contractual information about the loans are being insufficient, as the lack of information concerning the term and conditions, penalties and early repayment being provided by the financial institutions. Thus, Industry 4.0 through the digitalization will play the main role to bridge between the consumer and the banks. Strengthen the connections between consumer and banks through various digital channels will revitalize bank image and enhance the user experiences for better services.

**Threat from the new emerging market of Fintech industry**

Form by the abbreviation of financial and technology and also refers to companies that using the up-to-date technology to operate a business model for financial service in which outside the traditional model, seeking a way to improve how these service offered (International). As a rule the new participant or start-ups aim to gain and attract costumer by offering the services and products that are more user friendly, efficient, transparent and automated than those currently available in the market through optimizing the internet-based and applications oriented products (Dorfleitner et al., 2017; Milian et al., 2019).

According Christensen (1997) the theory of disruptive innovation can be classified into two categories. First is the "sustainable players". The establish financial service providers who using the innovations for maintain the hegemony and protect their market positions. The second are the "disruptive players", the new companies challenges the big established players offering new kind of product and service. This part of research will explore more on the second disruptive cause by new fintech companies on the traditional establish banking business.

In February 2016, a total of 436 fintech company offering product and service in Germany were identified, the Germany Fintech market thus ranks in second behind the UK within Europe (Haddad & Hornuf, 2019) particularly in Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt and Hamburg. Market size-wise in 2015, total volume of the Fintech Market in Germany in the financing and wealth management segment was 2.2 billion Euros and approximately 1.2 million Germans used the interdependent personal management system to manage their personal finance (Dorfleitner et al., 2017).

According to the Gomber et al. (2017) there are three main reason why digital fintech companies could be endangering the traditional consumer loan banking business model. First, fintech companies could offers new product and service that be a solution and solve the need of the costumer that cannot be provide or sufficiently available by traditional consumer loans banking service and products. Second, fintech companies able to create their own opportunities for the business sales with the use of new advance technologies and new concept, create the new channel that could be broader the marketing tools compare to the traditional consumer loans banking business. third, the working culture of fintech companies tend to be agile and innovative, focus on the internet-based business model and the accessibility of the
products and services and it's essentially different to the traditional bank and financial services provider.

**METHODOLOGY**

The research used secondary data as a primary resource to provide research objective. These secondary data collected using published journal literature as well as the academic literatures. Journal literature used for this research mostly have a relevant academics problem related to the topics gathered through digital library and trusted online journal publication including Business Source Premiere, Springerlink, Statista, Science Direct, and Bisnode Firmenprofile. Many research has been undertaken in the term of industry 4.0, but majority are towards the manufacture business. Industry 4.0 mainly related to supply chain management, moreover in the early development of industry 4.0 are indeed designated to make supply chain management more efficient and cost saving. This research trying to explore another part of industry 4.0 that could be applicable in different business field especially in the consumer loans business.

The theoretical background was collected from previous research, journals as well as the academic literatures. Not only from the previous funding that related to the subject and the topics of the research, but also from the different areas and business background. In additions to that the relevant information to complement research objective was collected from organization and authority institutions including European Banking Authority, Financial Service User Group, European Commissions, McKinsey & Company, World Bank, International Monetary Funds, scientific online article and as well as from the laws and regulation in Europe and Germany. This research has engaged both quantitative and qualitative approach to answer the research questions and relate to the research topics and the issues that being undertake.

Quantitative data was gathered to provide the pictures of consumer loans in number both in Germany and in Europa Unions, financial statistic, and also the countries indicator such as Gross national product and gross national income. Moreover, the quantitative data also being gathered to support and tell the stories about the current consumer loans business circumstance. Lastly, this research also gather data related the emerging fintech market by number in Germany.

Qualitative analysis being conduct to provide the comprehensive and systematic analysis on the consumer loans industries when applying the selected industry 4.0 components on consumer loans, furthermore this research also uses the value chain analysis to determine the Industry 4.0 components influence on the consumer loans business.

**RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

**Big data analytic in consumer loans**

Big data analytic play a big role in the consumer loans banking business. To begin with this research would discuss about the big data that already in possessions by bank first. One of bank main advantages compare to the other financial institution were the big collection data
about their own customer in their data base. These data collected throughout the service and product provided by the bank to customer such as saving, investment and other loans. The collected data in consumer loan help the bank to understand the business better than others financial institutions in which did not have database as much as bank had.

From the previous finding, it is already known that industry 4.0 consist of many different technological advance factors, this chapter will analysis the effect of big data analytic. Especially how the bank will be able generate the positive outcome of the big data collections of customer and how can they do it. Murati et al. (2018) explain that bank should leveraged their advantages of possessing big database into a stable possession where they can achieve strongest preposition. With the big database bank are expected to know better about the their environment and able to include the analysis about their customer to into their data-driven decisions making process (Lozada et al., 2019; Sonntag et al., 2019).

The database analytic on in the consumer loans would give the banks sharper insight about their customer and create understanding about the consumer needs. The big data analytic not only about the customer info, but also spread widely in other term such as data about customer preferences and customers schedule of payment in loans. With this knowledge of the customer, bank able to classify the customer based on their risk profile in order to knowing which customer prudent and which ones are with the higher risk. The understanding become important because the one of biggest risk on the consumer loans are the loss generated by debt that being written off because the consumer becoming a default, this means the customer did not have ability to repay the loans anymore (Finlay, 2008; Bolt & Humphrey, 2015).

One of characteristic about the big data analytic in which describe by George et al. (2016) in which relevant to this research findings is the velocity, in this context refers to the data being avoid becoming obsolete. Therefore, the importance of having an up-to-date database will play the vital point. Banks should be able gather the update customer data base on regular basis, by doing this method early-warning systems on the consumer loans could be create through the constant update, therefore give the banks valuable information in regards of their consumer loans account. For example, an update such as marital status from single to marriage will give information to banks that specific customer have a possibility will move into higher risk on the loans account as being marriage might possible add more expenditure on customer, it is not always the case but having this understanding would help banks by given value of the data. Thus, enable bank to set their early-warning system where are the specific changes occur in customer. It should be in our consideration that there are many other criteria that banks can set upon regarding the update of the customer data not only focus on one the specific parameter, therefore applying this method would help bank to aim reducing the number of default account on their consumer loans business. To be able maximize it, a good customer management will be necessary needed.

Another point worth noting on the importance of big database are for future reference. A prediction based on bank’s database will able to predict when are the customer need a loan most. With this sharper insight it possible to bank to create an offers to customer on loan based on their past performances and a good consumer management will be essential (Fuleky, 2020).
The recent study and report conduct by Marr (2015) suggest that the most important about the big data are not the size of volume nor the characteristic but instead how the company able to make best of it and the affordance towards the firms. In the consumer loans scenario, by setting the parameter to help bank prevent the consumer loans account being default and predicting the trend of consumer loans in the future bank able to create a substantial meaning on their big data analytic.

Augment Banking in consumer loans
Another element of industry 4.0 in this research would like to analyst are the augment banking in consumer loans banking business. To answer the questions first it is better to understand how the augment banking in consumer loans are works. Knowing from previous explanation about the augment reality, it enables mirroring what happen in actual world through the use of computer mirroring into the virtual world. Caudell and Mizell (1992) use a sophisticated word describing augment reality as superimposed of the data process by the computer into the real word.

Costumer using web or mobile applications in financial services are expected the services to be durable, accessible, convenient and engaging. It becomes clear that in order to achieve that level expected service, augment reality can be applied to enhance and leverage the business scenario that being deliver to the costumer or even create a completely new business cases (Pranatharthty et al., 2013). Through the augment reality, costumers are able to access banking service virtually. Augment banking in consumer loans operates in the computer-based program wherein the user can feel and sense detail environment of the consumer loans. Furthermore, enable the user or the potential borrower to access the bank through virtual and able to experience as the same as the real word. In addition, potential borrowers are able to execute the task such as fill and submitted all the important personal information for loans, as well as gathering all the relevant info about the loans.

One particular aspect that can enhance the experience of using consumer loans service is the interactions between costumers and bank. The application of using of augment reality are intended to creating a personal assistant on the web or apps-based service, this personal assistant able to answer all the related questions about the loans and just one-click away from disclose all the important information in which potential borrowers must know and understand before taking a loan.

In addition, one particular real example using the augment reality in the consumer loans industry are the use of chat-robot or chatbot. According to the research conduct by Liu and Lamb (2018) chatbot are the virtual costumer assistant in which able to offer recommendation and explanations to the costumer via text or online web-chat by using the artificial intelligent (Al) construct as the fundamental technology. Chatbot able to deliver diversify of service based on the characteristic of one particular costumer. Therefore, able to match the service with every costumer characteristic and create a personalized service based on the costumer preference. As previously discover that the main ideas of industry 4.0 to be able to serve and deliver the service towards the increasing individualized costumer requirement (Vaidya et al., 2018), chatbot are the one particular tools to carry out in this new form of business. Another advantage when performing the repetitive and monotonous task, chatbot able to perform more efficient and faster compare to human (Shevat, 2017). The use of chatbot also intelligent enough to guide the costumer through the sensitive and disclosure questions more carefully.
than human and also appear to be trustful in costumer eyes, the reason behind are because the chatbot in basic principle are absence of the self-interest (Liu & Lamb, 2018). Thus, improve the interaction between banks and the costumer. In 2018 an international bank such as Santander, Bank of America, Capital One, Societe Generale and Swedbank been integrate the use of chatbot in their service especially related to the loans (Liu & Lamb, 2018). Through all the positive explanation ensure the costumer experience richer and more personal, furthermore also enhance the better costumer experience when applying for the loans.

In previous chapter discovers that one of main big main reason consumer loans detriment factor are the costumer’s misunderstanding and miss-information about the pre-contractual and contractual of the loans. By using the augment reality, potential borrowers have a better understanding and the loans. Therefore, the likelihood of loans becoming default can be mitigated in order to achieve reduction of consumer loan’s detriment.

Efficient and fast process also achievable by using the augment reality, as the creation of virtual banking able to replace the bulk and limited - brick and mortal bank’s branch. All the process related to the loans could be done virtually, such as fill and submit the applications. No physical costumer required on the originated loans process and there’s no need of the costumer to go to bank when applying loans. This create a service in which deliver a richer experience for the costumer when applying a consumer loans that can be found in the traditional services. The augment reality also able to stimulate engagement between the costumer and bank, when the loans process become more simply encourages more costumers to interaction. What is more from the banks point of view, using augment reality will also make the loans process more efficient and faster. As the assessment and approval of loans applications can be done virtually, business process become more simplified and encourages quick decisions making process. Loan approval can be done virtually without the presence of the manager in the office.

**Internet of Things on Consumer Loans**

The next pieces of industry 4.0 component that will be deliberate in this research is the Internet of Things (IoT). It enables to change the way of doing the business. Throughout the use of Internet of things, transforming traditional business to become more intelligent by enable physical asset to be integrated into an intertwined digital and physical process (Lampropoulos et al., 2019). With this interconnection, Internet of things seeks to imbue the everyday environment and it's object linking digitally and allowed "people and devices things to be connected anytime, anywhere with anything and anyone" (Vermesan et al., 2011; Perera et al., 2014). Moreover, internet of things devices that embedded in our everyday surrounding objects’ used for creating an autonomous human-like conscious capability in order to make a real-time decision and action without requiring any human involvement, therefore enable the devices to know what to do, what they need, and act accordingly (Khan et al., 2012; Perera et al., 2014).

Although in the future development Internet of things applications have possibility to be in every aspect of our daily life (Khan et al., 2012), nowadays the development of Internet of things are still in the early sections. Many researcher already studied the concept and analyze of IoT, its characteristic and the applications sector, one of the research of analyzing the domain of application internet of things have been conducted through various survey by Atzori et al. (2010) in which categorized internet of things applications in the following areas:
transportations and logistic, healthcare, smart environment domain, personal and social domain, and the futuristic domain. This research is trying to add another domain of internet of things in which in the field of consumer loans business.

The use of Internet of things by bank in consumer loan business would pave the new style connection between bank and the consumer. A special report by The Economist (Herring, 2010) title “augmented business” publish the research by using the internet of things even cow can be monitored. The report describes how the Dutch star-up business create and implant sensor into the ear of the cattle (cow) with the purpose for monitor the cow health, tracking their movement, make sure the cows are healthy, and by the end of the days able to make sure more plentiful supply of meat for people to consume. This approach of using Internet of things also could be applicable in the consumer loans. In consumer loans cases, the consumer itself will be implemented by the sensor and of course it would be impossible to do exactly same as the cow case, but will be using the others devices that already being part of everyday life of the people that is "handphone" or "smartphone". Smartphone are being use as the connected devices, with this allows bank to gathers information on where the consumer go, what are they doing and what they need. The sensor will be attached to the smartphone with the use of banks apps. In the recent day bank apps can be easily found in our smartphone to monitor and take action related to the banking account such as transfer and investment.

When bank complement their banking apps for smartphone with GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor it is a new level of service can be provided. With GPS sensor allow bank to locate where are the user location in real life situation, thus give bank opportunity to mix it with their product and services. Moreover, consumer loans can be leverages into the broader use as well, not only connected to their own sensor but also able to connected to the others sensor in the surrounding areas. For example; when users of bank’s apps or costumer entering a mall or their favorite retail market, bank could know immediately and able to notify the users how much money they are able to borrow. In addition to that, another consumer loans offer scenario also could be added with the use of similar mechanism, such as when the users entering travel agency for vacations, when the users are outside the country and all others situation based on the scenario in which bank could imagines when and where are their costumer need the loans most.

With technology behind the internet of things bank able to use it for their advantages, allowing bank to offers product and services in the right time, with sensor embodied everywhere will increase the costumer experience when using bank’s service or products. With this method bank also able anticipate the need of costumers through various data collections and sensors and act accordingly. Therefore, bank could offer solution and advises in costumer real-time situation that could help the costumer to make and take right decisions in their financial life. Internet of things become such powerful tools to growing the business in the face of digitalization banking industries.

CONCLUSION

This research provided the comprehensive and strategic analysis about the implementing the selected elements of the industry 4.0 the consumer loans business, this research also follows the systematic approach to analyses the consumer loans industry. At first this research
elaborates and explaining the benefactor factor about why the technological advancement in industry 4.0 are important in the consumer loans business, there are two benefactor reason underline why industry 4.0 technological advancement needed are firstly because the high number of detriment in the consumer loans business and secondly coming from the threat of new emerging market of Fintech. From the secondary research identifies that the consumer loans business is one of the highest consumer detriment loss of all the consumer related business in Europe. On the other hand, consumer loans itself also facing the threat from the fintech industries in which started to gain the market share by providing the same services and product but with the technological advancement at their core.

Industry 4.0 itself consist of many technological advancements that able to transform the industry itself. While in the theory there are nine components of industry 4.0, this research selected 3 components in which suitable to apply in the consumer loans banking business.

First is Big data analytic, being able to generate positive outcome for banks with providing bank sharper insight for better understanding the consumers and reducing the consumer loans default by knowing beforehand the risk profile that carry by each and every customer. The second is augmented banking, driving from the same concept of augment reality in which allowing the consumers to access bank’ product and services virtually using the internet and still able to experiences the same way with doing banking in the bank’ branch offices. Through the technological behind the augmented banking such as personal assistant and chat-bot, enable banks to provide the costumers with all important answers related to the consumer loans products and services and thus, the likelihood of consumer loans detriment cause by the miss information regarding the consumer loans contract can be reduced. And lastly through the intertwined of digital and physical process and also due to the sensor imbued in the consumer devices, IoT allows bank gather valuable costumers’ information, their pattern, preference, and to providing special offers to the right customer.

Furthermore, because the industry 4.0 are using the technological advancements at their core and the technologies tend to develop fast, the new technological solution or the new way of using the current technologies of industry 4.0 to the consumer loans business could be also applicable as well. Due to the technological development, the remaining industry 4.0 component could also applicable in consumer loans business, for example on the concrete technical point is the use of big data analytic may as well include the social media platform such as Facebook, Instagram and twitter to provide banks more deep knowledge about its costumer. Further studies would recommend on this direction.
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